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This thesis presents an econometric methodology for analyzing the impact of 
market concentration (HHI) on the day rate prices paid by E&P operators for the lease of 
drilling rigs. It is an extension of the work of Lee (2008), „Measuring the Impact of 
Concentration in the Drilling Rig Market‟. Specifically, the work entailed using a more 
detailed time series data than was initially used (quarterly), analyzing impact of 
concentration on day rate prices by water depth specification of drilling rigs, and 
accounting for the impact of autocorrelation on the analysis. The results for jack-ups, 
without adjustment for autocorrelation, supported the results of the prior study i.e. 
showing that increase in HHI causes rig day rate price increase. However, the results for 
semi-submersibles was inconclusive as it varied from region to region and also was 
contrary to the assumptions of positive relationships between HHI and day rate prices 
made in this study. These results imply that market concentration caused both price 
increase and decrease within the industry depending on whether it increased market 
power or increased cost efficiency and technological ability.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
The offshore drilling rig market has had a long history of innovations to meet the 
needs of the changing landscape of oil and gas exploration and production. 
Simultaneously, there have been mergers and acquisitions (M&A) activities in the 
industry which intensified within the last 2 decades, resulting in increased market 
concentration. The question now is whether this increased concentration in the offshore 
drilling rig market has impacted the day rate prices paid by Exploration and Production 
corporations (E&P) – the Operators, for the lease of drilling rigs. 
This paper extends the work of Lee (2008) by (1) using a more detailed time 
series data (quarterly), (2) analyzing impact by water depth specification of drilling rigs, 
and (3) accounting for the impact of autocorrelation on the analysis. Specifically, the 
Jack-up drilling sub – market is analyzed along two  main categories: shallow water (less 
than 300ft) and deep water (300ft and above) capability rigs; while the semi-submersible 
sub-market was analyzed along 3 main categories: less than or equal to 2000 ft. (Level1), 
greater than 2000 but less than 5000 ft. (Level 2) and greater than 5000 ft. (Level 3).  
This thesis report is organized into 5 chapters with chapter 1 providing an 
introduction, chapter 2 specifies the econometric model, chapters 3 and 4 focus on the 
model methodology and results analysis, respectively, and chapter 5 providing the 
concluding statements for this work. 
 
1.1. WHY MARKET CONCENTRATION?  
This section defines market concentration and its measures while analyzing the 




1.1.1. Market Concentration: A definition 
Market concentration is the term used to describe the distribution of market share 
among firms. Concentration can be measured by the output, profitability, total assets of a 
company etc. In markets with higher levels of concentration, a Cournot oligopoly model 
is often employed to model producer behavior. As the target industry exhibits most of the 
characteristics of a Cournot oligopoly we will make the following assumptions that will 
guide model development:    
 No collusion 
 Product homogeneity, i.e. Jack-ups‟ are the same irrespective of the 
producer. 
 Market share is determined by output (e.g. number of rigs) 
 Belief that a firm‟s decision on amount of rigs to deliver/ produce will 
affect the market price of the rigs. 
 All firms seek to maximize profits given their competitors decisions. 
 Barriers to entry (e.g. because of technology patents and/or large start-up/ 
operating costs). 
 
A market‟s level of concentration can be measured with Concentration Ratio (CR) or the 
Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI). Here, the analysis of the impact of market 
concentration in the offshore rig market will be analyzed using the HHI because HHI has 
many advantages over the CR, including the following: 
 HHI takes into account all the firms in an industry/ market unlike the CR 
that focuses on a particular number of big firms in an industry, e.g. CR4, 
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CR8, and CR20 etc., which focus on the 4, 8 and 20 biggest firms in an 
industry respectively. 
 The squaring of market shares in the HHI calculation lends more weight to 
inequality in market shares. 
 
1.1.2. Triggers of Market Concentration in the Oil and Gas Industry 
According to Jensen (1988), the changing landscape of political and economic 
activity in the 1980‟s, i.e. relaxation of restrictions on mergers imposed by the antitrust 
laws, withdrawal of resources from industries that have slow growth rate, industry 
deregulation (of the financial services, oil & gas, transportation etc.), etc., created a 
climate where economic efficiency necessitated a major restructuring of corporate assets. 
Looking at a breakdown of key mergers and acquisition/ takeover activity in the United 
States between 1981 and 1984 showed that the Oil and Gas industry had more than a 
quarter of the total activity that occurred within the time period. A precursor to this M&A 
increase is the decontrol of crude oil prices in 1981 by the US government (Executive 
Order 12287-Decontrol of Crude Oil and Refined Petroleum Products) following the 
Iranian revolution and Iran-Iraq war driven oil crises and price volatility of 1978-1980.  
This decontrol caused an increase in oil prices and led to increasing inflation in the 
economy which necessitated the need to curb excess expenditure and also increase 
profits; thus encouraging the concentration of activities between companies to reap the 
benefits of economies of scale. Also, the price volatility in the late 1970‟s contributed to 
a decrease in E&P activities in OPEC countries and caused a decrease in the US and 
world petroleum demand and consumption.  
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However, the increased crude oil price encouraged E&P activities in non-OPEC 
countries- increasing development projects in the North Sea, Gulf of Mexico and Alaska, 
extended the productive life of marginal wells, and made secondary and tertiary 
production techniques profitable1.  
 
 
Table 1.1: Mergers & acquisition activity in the US from 1981-1984
2
 
 Furthermore, during part of the period under study, 1990-2007, the United States 
General Accounting Office conducted a study on the impact of mergers on the Petroleum 
industry in the US between 1990 and 2000 and observed the following: 
 Over 2600 M&A‟s occurred within the study period across the upstream, 
midstream and downstream sectors of the Oil and Gas industry with the upstream 
sector having the most activity i.e. 85%, see figure 1.1 below: 
 
                                                 
1 Energy Information Administration, Petroleum Chronology Of Events 1970 - 2000 , May 2002 
 





        
     Figure 1.1: M&A activities breakdown across different Oil & Gas Sectors 
 
 The rationale for the M&A activities in the 1990s was the need for increased 
efficiency and cost savings, respond effectively to price volatility, achieve 
synergies, diversify their assets and ultimately maximize profits. Some of these 
reasons were the drivers of the M&A activities observed during the 1980‟s. A key 
observation was that “mergers occurred frequently in the upstream segment partly 
because it is more cost effective and less risky to buy existing reserve assets than 
to discover new ones”3. Furthermore, the fall in crude oil price in the late 1990s 
from $18.46 in 1996 to $10.87 in 1998 (caused by a decline in consumption/ 
                                                 
3 U.S. General Accounting Office,2004, Energy Markets: Effects of Mergers and Market Concentration in 
the U.S. Petroleum Industry, pg.50. 
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demand by Asia economic crises and increased OPEC production quota) 
increased price volatility. This increased the cost of funds making long term 
investment difficult for firms, especially high-cost producers. Due to difficulty in 
sourcing appropriate funds, high-cost producers became inexpensive takeover 
targets for stronger firms. 
 
1.2. MARKET CONCENTRATION  IN THE OFFSHORE RIG MARKET  
The cost reduction and operation effectiveness driven M&A activity in the E&P 
sector is expected to cause a ripple effect in the market under analysis. Consequently, 
some factors that may have encouraged increased concentration in the offshore drilling 
rig market are:   
 Price vulnerability: The consolidation in the E&P market rendered the fragmented 
offshore drilling market vulnerable and disadvantaged i.e. too many sellers 
pursuing few buyers which may lead to price reduction as a decline in crude oil 
price may also trigger a significant fall in day rate prices due to reduced demand 
for drilling rigs. 
 Company long term growth: the fragmented nature of the industry compared to 
the Operators was not conducive for growth through the acquisition/ production 
of more assets (rigs). Increased horizontal integration activities ensured the 
increase in drilling rig base  and market share without.  
 Economies of scale and technical know-how: With the growth of deep water and 
ultra-deep water activities, the need for technological advances in rigs was key. 
Combination of resources provided the required capital base and technical staff 
(as different companies have different capabilities) for meeting this need, and 
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also, ensure increased presence across  different regions where the merging 
companies had comparative advantage due to existing presence and reduced cost  
of moving rigs from region to region on demand. 
 
1.2.1. Market Concentration Intensity in the Offshore Rig Market 
According to Lee (2008)4, the offshore drilling rig market (excluding the rigs 
owned by National Oil Companies (NOC) or international Oil Companies (IOCs)) as of 
2006 had 12 key players owning about 399 offshore drilling units, mostly jack-ups with 
65%. 
                           
           Figure 1.2: Available Rigs in the Offshore Market in 2006 
Specifically, in 1990 there were about 595 contractors in the offshore drilling rig market 
of Gulf of Mexico (GOM)   which declined to about 20 in 2007 showing a decrease of 
66% in the number of contractors. The HHI for GOM market for jack-ups over the same 
                                                 
4 Lee, Jaewon, The Concentration of Offshore Drilling Markets, unpublished Masters‟ Thesis, 2008 
5 The data used for calculating this information was sourced from ODS Petrodata a stakeholder focused on 
providing data on activities in the offshore oil and gas industry.  
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period as seen in the figure below indicates that HHI increased from about 600  (un-




  Figure 1.3: HHI trend from 1990 to 4th quarter of 2007 - GOM 
However, for deep water jack-ups, HHI increased from less than 1000 in 1990 (un-
concentrated) to above 2500 in 2007 (highly concentrated). The difference in 
concentration trends between deep and shallow water markets was due to fewer 
companies by the year 2007 having the required rigs to carry out the available jobs. By 
the 3
rd
 quarter of 2007, only 7 contractors had deep water capable jack-ups as against 13 
contractors that had shallow water capable jack-ups, leading to the observation that 
concentration in this rig type may be driven by technical capabilities of the contractors. 
The sudden dip in deepwater HHI in 2
nd
 quarter of 2006 to 2076 is linked to the gradual 
decline of available number of rigs after the onslaught of Hurricane Katrina and the 




 Increased HHI trend was also observed in both West Africa and North Sea 
regions across all rig type and classes; however the rate of growth varied from one region 









CHAPTER 2: MODEL SPECIFICATION 
This section covers the econometric and analytical assumptions and bases for the 
model under estimation. The model, an extension of the Lee and Jablonowski (2010) , 
aims to determine the impact of market concentration (measured by Herfindahl-
Hirschman Index (HHI)) in the offshore drilling market on the day rates prices of rigs per 
region with prime lending rate, rig utilization and employee cost index (ECI) acting as 
the other independent variables. The model is structured such that different rig types i.e. 
semi-submersibles and jack-ups are estimated separately with further differentiation 
carried out by rig class within each rig type.  
The increased scope of this thesis in relation to the Lee (2008) model includes:  
 Use of higher frequency data  i.e. moving from annual to quarterly data to ensure 
effective capture of variations in data/ phenomena; 
 Inclusion of new independent variables e.g.  employee compensation and prime rate; 
 Result analysis carried out by rig type and class ( i.e. water depth capability); and  
 Accounting for autocorrelation effects in the model to be estimated. 
 
2.1. MODEL DESCRIPTION: REGION 
The model used to estimate the day rate prices of offshore rigs for a particular 
region is a f ollows:  
 Pit   0    1    it   2 RUit    3PRt    4EC t  Uit                                                                    (1) 
Where: 
  P= Average drilling rig day rate price per class per region, $ 
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HHI= Concentration measure per rig class per region 
RU= Rig Utilization rate per rig class per region, % 
ECI= Employee Cost Index 
PR= Prime Lending rate, $ 
With:  
 Time (t) = 1,……,T: where T is 72  i.e. 4 quarters x 18 years (from  
1990-2007) 
 Rig class (i)   1,……,N: where N   2 for  jack-ups = 2 (i.e. for shallow 
water and deep-water capabilities) while N = 3 for semi-submersibles  
(i.e. ranging from 1
st
 level to 3
rd
 level rigs). 
Equation (1) can be re- written as:  
                                                                                                                                                   (2) 
                                                                                                               (3) 
                                                                                                 (4) 
With: 
  Xit= T x N matrix of explanatory variables (HHI, OP, RU, ECI, and PR); 
 α   intercept term; 
    a vector coefficients for the explanatory variables to be estimated;  
Uit = composite error term; 
µi = accounts for the random/fixed effects affecting P in a rig class; and 
δit  = captures the remaining disturbance that runs across both i and t 
 
Equations (2) and (3) implies according to Biorn (2009), both homoscedasticity 
(assumption that the variances of the error term are the same) and equicorrelation 
(assuming that observations are not time dependent). However, as we are dealing with 
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both time series and cross-sectional data, the conditions in equation (2) and (3) have to be 
relaxed to account for possible autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity. 
 
2.1.1. Autocorrelation 
Lillard and Willis (1978), Baltagi and Li (1991) and Biorn (2009) showed that the 
error terms follow an autoregressive of order 1 (AR-1). Thus, to account for the effects of 
autocorrelation, the disturbance affecting both i and t, δit , is specified after differencing 
as follows:  
          -                                                                                                   (5) 
With |ρ| < 1 and ηit   ~ IID (0,σ
2
η ), implying that there is a dependence  on the past period 
by the current period  but the process is stationary . Equation (5) depicts the 1
st
 order 
autoregressive process which allows day rate price per rig class per region to vary 
systematically around the mean day rate (given by Xit    µi).   ere, ρ is the auto 
correlation coefficient common to every rig class per model and shows the impact of 
random shocks that last longer than a year but deteriorate over time. 
  
2.2. MODEL DESCRIPTION: POOLED/ COMBINED MODEL 
A pooled model comprising of the 3 regions under study i.e. Gulf of Mexico, 
West Africa and North Sea/ Northern Europe, will be estimated to compare with the 
outcome of the individual region‟s analysis per rig type. The pooled model used for the 
estimation exercise – an extension of equation (1) is:  
                                                                   (6) 
  Where: 




 Time (t) = 1,……,T : where T is 72 (i.e. 4 quarters per year  from  1990-
2007). 
 Region (i)   1,……, N : where N is 3. 
 
The number of dummy variables to be used for capturing the region specific 
variations will be N-1=3-1=2, leading to a modified model: 
                                                                          (7) 
Where: 
D1= dummy variable 1 
D2= dummy variable 2 
                  α= dummy variable intercept and slope estimators 
Note, equation (7) above will be estimated to account for AR (1) in the model as 
done in equations (5) and (6) above. 
 
2.3. DATA DESCRIPTION 
Six key variables are to be used in this model with average drilling rig day rate 
price (P) being the dependent variable with employee cost index (ECI), crude oil price 
(OP) , prime lending rate (PR) and the market concentration measure (HHI) designated as 
the independent variables. The definition and relationships between the dependent and 
independent variables are as detailed for each variable below: 
 Average day rate price (P): compiled from monthly publication of ODS- 
Petrodata which details offshore oil rig related transactions. Prices are listed per 
region, rig type and water depth capability. The „average‟ in the name is from the 
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averaging of monthly data to get the required quarterly data used in the analysis. 
This variable was deflated using the consumer price index (CPI) for the energy 
industry. 
 Herfindahl- irschman  ndex (   ):  defined by the US Ministry of Justice as “a 
commonly accepted measure of market concentration, calculated by squaring the 
market share of each firm competing in the market and then summing the 
resulting number”. Market concentration is measured by how high the     is 
with less than 1000 points signify a relatively un-concentrated market, HHI of 
between 1000 and 1800 points implies a moderately concentrated market while a 
market with HHI in excess of 1800 points is considered to be concentrated. The 
HHI data is calculated along regions, rig type and rig class. We assume that HHI 
should have a positive impact on day rate price as Hannan (1997) showed (for the 
banking industry), that although the relationship between HHI and deposit and 
loan rates were contrary to basic economic theory (i.e. having a negative 
relationship) it was also insignificant. However, breaking down the HHI into its 
component parts i.e. inequality measure and number of firms in the market 
although not conclusive showed in some instances that it is the number of firms‟ 
component of the HHI that is actually positively related with prices in the various 
markets. He also noted that the significance of the results varied from region to 
region. Furthermore, using annual data, Lee (2008) was able to establish a 
positive relationship between day rate prices and HHI for the different rig types.   
However, increased market concentration does not always have a positive 
relationship with prices. It can also have a negative relationship with price as it 
may lead to cost saving and increased efficiency in the market which will be 
transferred to consumers as lower product price, GAO 2004 report.  
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 Rig utilization rate (RU): measures the amount of rig per rig class in use as a 
percentage of the entire rig in the class per region at a given point in time. 
Changes in the rig class demand rate given a particular supply of rigs will cause 
the equilibrium level to change therefore leading to a change in rig prices. This 
implies a positive relationship between P and RU. 
 Employee Cost Index (ECI):  is an index generated by the US Bureau of Labor 
Statistics which shows the cost of employees in a particular industry at a given 
point in time. The index used in this study was generated for manufacturing, 
mining and construction industry specific labor compensation activities. The 
variations in employee compensation affect the operating expenditure of rig 
owners, the supply of rigs and price charged Operators.  We assume a positive 
relationship between day rate prices and ECI. For this work, the ECI is assumed 
to be same across all regions and rig types.  
 Prime lending rate (PR): this is used here as a proxy for the cost of capital for 
short term funds. We will assume a positive relationship between PR and P.  
 A proxy for ECI and PR i.e. eciMpr was generally used in the model to counter 
the collinearity between ECI and HHI in all the models estimated. This cost proxy 
is expected to have a positive relationship with day rate prices. 
 
2.4. RIG CLASSIFICATION 
To ensure detailed analysis of the factors impacting rig day rate prices, rig types 
per region are re-specified according to their water depth capability which varies from 
Jack Ups to Semi-submersibles. 
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2.4.1. Jack Ups 
For this analysis, Jack ups were divided into 2 rig classes based on their water 
depth capability which is uniform across all regions and periods. The classes are: 
 Shallow water capability (SW): covers rigs capable of drilling in less or equal to 
300ft of water. This implies that all jack-up rigs are included in this class. 
 Deep water capability (DW): comprises rigs capable of drilling in water depths 
greater than 300ft only. 
This classification was used in the calculation of RU and P per region 
 
2.4.2. Semi-submersibles 
The general classification used for categorizing semi-submersibles is related to 
the structuring of the available day rate price data from ODS –Petrodata. These were 
grouped into 3 using defined water depths, namely: 
 Less or equal to 2000 ft. = Level 1 
 Between 2000 and 5000= Level 2 
 5000 and above = Level 3 
Following the same rationale as in Jack ups, each higher class specification can operate in 





CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 
In this chapter, we specify the methodology for estimating the models specified in 
Chapter 2. This comprises of the procedure used in the STATA software for performing 
ordinary OLS analysis per water depth per region, analyzing each panel and the overall 
review of how integrated the offshore drilling rig markets are across the 3 regions under 
review. 
 
3.1. ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS: REGION ANALYSIS 
Region specific analysis will be carried out per region for each rig type per class 
before the conduct of the pooled/ combined global analysis. 
3.1.1. Analysis per region per rig type and class 
The first activity was to carry out the OLS estimation per rig type per class using 
the following commands in STATA: 
 tsset year, quarterly: sets the data as a quarterly time 
series. 
 pwcorr {independent variables}:performs pair-wise correlation 
analysis to detect multi-collinearity among variables. 
 reg {dep.var} {indep. variables}: perform OLS on identified 
variables. 
To account for the possible effects of autocorrelation on the estimated OLS model, the 
following STATA commands were given: 
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 dwstat :given immediately after the ‘reg’ command to calculate 
the Durbin-Watson statistic for the estimated OLS model to 
test for autocorrelation. 
 prais {dep.var} {indep. variables}: used if the presence of 
autocorrelation was identified to adjust for its impact on the 
model and ensure that rho is within the |ρ| <1 range. 
Specifically, the Durbin-Watson test is testing for first order autocorrelation in the 
residuals of the OLS estimation with the following hypothesis: 
  H0: ρ  0 
  H1: ρ  0 
We accept the null hypothesis of no autocorrelation if d (the statistic generated from 
‘dwstat’ exercise) which ranges in value from 0 to 4 is close to 2 – implying no 
autocorrelation. While we reject the null hypothesis if d is close to 0 (positive 
autocorrelation) or 4 (negative autocorrelation). 
 
3.2.  POOLED  ANALYSIS 
This analysis involves the combination of all region specific rig class information 
using 2 methods: 
 use of dummy variables (ordinary OLS); and 
 using panel data command in STATA:  the commands used in generating the 
required panel data model is as follows: 
 
o xtset panelvar time, quarterly: sets the data as panel 
data by using the panel variable to classify according 
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to panels while Time classifies according to the 
quarterly time variable i.e. Xit 
o xtreg {dep.var} {indep. variables}: perform regression 
analysis on the cross sectional time-series model 
o xtregar {dep.var} {indep. variables}: perform regression 
analysis on the cross sectional time-series model under 
the assumption that the residuals are first order 
autoregressive. 
 
Finally, a possible cause of autocorrelation may be due to the inability to correctly 
specify the dynamic nature of the time series data being used for this analysis; we will 
introduce the use of the lagged dependent variable (LDV) to capture this anomaly i.e. 
specification bias. Also, another rationale for introducing lagged dependent variable is to 
capture the time lag required for the impact of decisions made by Contractors based on 
available rig utilization rate, prime rate, cost of employees and industry structure to take 
effect. Therefore, to determine the appropriate lag of the lagged dependent variable to be 
used, the following command was inputted in STATA: 
 varsoc dep.var, exog(indep. variables): performs different 
tests i.e. Akaike Information Criterion (AIC),to enable the 







CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND IMPLICATION 
Here, the detailed outcome of the analysis of the specified model in line with the 
agreed methodology will be provided. Insights from these will be linked with 
observations from the industry to show its relevance. 
The application of the LDV selection test using the „varsoc‟ command showed 
that the optimal lag length for the dependent variable in the specified models is that of 
order 1. Following this, most of the models were estimated using a lagged dependent 
variable where it helps to reduce the effect of autocorrelation.  The results will be 
provided for each rig type per region before the analysis of the combined region analysis.  
 
4.1. JACK-UP ANALYSIS 
Gulf of Mexico (GOM) 
The non-adjusted OLS regression estimation outcome was significant and 
exhibited the right relationship for all coefficients of the independent variables in both the 
shallow water and deep water capability rig classes as seen in the results below: 
 
reg Realprsgom hhisgom rusgom eciMpr 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      68 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  3,    64) =   30.27 
       Model |  4.8944e+09     3  1.6315e+09           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  3.4493e+09    64  53894815.2           R-squared     =  0.5866 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.5672 
       Total |  8.3437e+09    67   124532411           Root MSE      =  7341.3 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  Realprsgom |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     hhisgom |   12.12523   3.442529     3.52   0.001     5.247983    19.00247 
      rusgom |   34991.31   8630.922     4.05   0.000     17749.06    52233.56 
      eciMpr |   36.43696   8.166534     4.46   0.000     20.12243    52.75148 
       _cons |  -35916.62   6640.216    -5.41   0.000    -49181.98   -22651.27 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 




reg Realprdgom hhidgom rudgom eciMpr 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      68 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  3,    64) =   27.91 
       Model |  7.0492e+09     3  2.3497e+09           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  5.3873e+09    64  84176736.4           R-squared     =  0.5668 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.5465 
       Total |  1.2436e+10    67   185619308           Root MSE      =  9174.8 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  Realprdgom |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     hhidgom |   7.091775   2.134526     3.32   0.001     2.827569    11.35598 
      rudgom |    32198.4   13911.77     2.31   0.024     4406.451    59990.36 
      eciMpr |   66.79168   9.071311     7.36   0.000     48.66966    84.91371 
       _cons |  -49154.68   11506.53    -4.27   0.000    -72141.62   -26167.75 
Table 4.2: OLS outcome for deep water capable Jack-ups-GOM 
However, performing the dw (durbin-watson) test on the models showed the 
presence of positive autocorrelation i.e. with dw statistic (4, 68) of 0.2505 and 0.2956 for 
shallow and deep water rigs respectively. On adjustment for AR (1), the coefficient 
estimates although exhibiting the correct relationship for all estimates was significant for 
only ru and eciMpr. Unfortunately, the AR (1) regression using Prais-Winsten was not 
conclusive as both analysis (shallow and deep water) showed the continued presence of 
positive autocorrelation at 95% confidence level although it fell into the inconclusive 





. Prais-Winsten AR(1) regression -- iterated estimates 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      68 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  3,    64) =   12.01 
       Model |   407502940     3   135834313           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |   723547499    64  11305429.7           R-squared     =  0.3603 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.3303 
       Total |  1.1311e+09    67  16881349.8           Root MSE      =  3362.4 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  Realprsgom |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     hhisgom |    .516895   6.874116     0.08   0.940    -13.21573    14.24952 
      rusgom |   17985.41   5870.169     3.06   0.003     6258.402    29712.42 
      eciMpr |   49.71996   11.17041     4.45   0.000     27.40451    72.03542 
       _cons |  -18239.88   11865.98    -1.54   0.129     -41944.9    5465.129 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
         rho |   .9169546 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Durbin-Watson statistic (original)    0.250528 
Durbin-Watson statistic (transformed) 1.359327 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Table 4.3: AR (1) adjusted regression for shallow water capable Jack-ups-GOM 
 
Prais-Winsten AR(1) regression -- iterated estimates 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      68 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  3,    64) =    9.99 
       Model |   656434170     3   218811390           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  1.4014e+09    64    21896786           R-squared     =  0.3190 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.2871 
       Total |  2.0578e+09    67  30713857.8           Root MSE      =  4679.4 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  Realprdgom |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     hhidgom |   1.796601   3.994077     0.45   0.654    -6.182485    9.775686 
      rudgom |   19545.37   7520.583     2.60   0.012     4521.276    34569.46 
      eciMpr |   70.54438   14.70451     4.80   0.000     41.16875    99.92001 
       _cons |  -31193.36   14303.19    -2.18   0.033    -59767.26   -2619.457 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
         rho |   .8754466 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Durbin-Watson statistic (original)    0.295615 
Durbin-Watson statistic (transformed) 1.305837 
Table 4.4: AR (1) adjusted regression for deep water capable Jack-ups-GOM 
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 It was also observed that after including the lagged dependent variable (LDV) in 
the model for the GOM jack-up analysis, there was still a problem of positive 
autocorrelation. Therefore, LDV estimates will not be shown for the GOM analysis. 
 
North Sea (NS) 
Unlike the Gulf of Mexico Jack-up analysis, the coefficient estimates for North 
Sea were significant and had the appropriate positive relationship for only the shallow 
water class as the deep water class HHI and ru variables, were insignificant at the 95% 
confidence level although with the appropriate positive relationship. Specifically, only 
the cost index (eciMpr) was significant at the 95% confidence level while the rig 
utilization rate (ru) was significant at the 90% confidence level for the deep water rig 
class. 
 
reg  RealPrsJNS hhisJNS rusJNS eciMpr 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      68 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  3,    64) =   23.44 
       Model |  2.1076e+10     3  7.0253e+09           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  1.9184e+10    64   299754531           R-squared     =  0.5235 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.5012 
       Total |  4.0260e+10    67   600896425           Root MSE      =   17313 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  RealPrsJNS |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     hhisJNS |   18.67892   4.740269     3.94   0.000     9.209143    28.14869 
      rusJNS |   105953.7   33232.89     3.19   0.002      39563.4    172344.1 
      eciMpr |   86.05842   16.86828     5.10   0.000     52.36015    119.7567 
       _cons |  -122214.5   30074.92    -4.06   0.000    -182296.1   -62132.92 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 





reg RealPrdJNS hhidJNS rudJNS eciMpr 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      65 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  3,    61) =    9.99 
       Model |  1.7647e+10     3  5.8825e+09           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  3.5918e+10    61   588819343           R-squared     =  0.3295 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.2965 
       Total |  5.3565e+10    64   836958343           Root MSE      =   24266 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  RealPrdJNS |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     hhidJNS |   11.45016   7.019404     1.63   0.108    -2.586006    25.48633 
      rudJNS |   128246.5   74373.49     1.72   0.090    -20472.46    276965.5 
      eciMpr |   95.40084   24.19021     3.94   0.000     47.02953    143.7722 
       _cons |  -138138.7   66459.23    -2.08   0.042    -271032.1   -5245.247 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Table 4.6: OLS for deep water capable Jack-ups-NS 
The regression analysis performed while taking AR (1) into account 
showed some inconsistency as it was not able to totally remove the existing 
positive autocorrelation. However, the inclusion of the LDV in the AR(1) 
transformation countered the autocorrelation effect with dw statistic 
approximately 2 for both shallow water and deep water analysis. For shallow 
water, HHI was significant at 90% confidence level with all the other variables 
being significant at 95% confidence level except ru which was insignificant. For 
the deep water analysis, HHI and ru were insignificant while eciMpr and LDV 




Prais-Winsten AR(1) regression -- iterated estimates 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      67 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  4,    62) =   70.48 
       Model |  1.1568e+10     4  2.8920e+09           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  2.5441e+09    62  41033445.1           R-squared     =  0.8197 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.8081 
       Total |  1.4112e+10    66   213819665           Root MSE      =  6405.7 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  RealPrsJNS |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     hhisJNS |   6.001991   3.398966     1.77   0.082    -.7924443    12.79643 
      rusJNS |   16580.37    17148.3     0.97   0.337     -17698.6    50859.34 
      eciMpr |    35.0388   11.73965     2.98   0.004     11.57158    58.50603 
             | 
  RealPrsJNS | 
         L1. |   .8022807   .0706775    11.35   0.000     .6609983    .9435631 
             | 
       _cons |  -32090.66   16398.92    -1.96   0.055    -64871.64    690.3215 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
         rho |   .4714537 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Durbin-Watson statistic (original)    1.415665 
Durbin-Watson statistic (transformed) 2.000108 
Table 4.7: AR (1) transformation for shallow water capable Jack-ups-NS 
 
Prais-Winsten AR(1) regression -- iterated estimates 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      64 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  4,    59) =   37.51 
       Model |  1.4208e+10     4  3.5519e+09           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  5.5862e+09    59  94681194.1           R-squared     =  0.7178 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.6986 
       Total |  1.9794e+10    63   314189859           Root MSE      =  9730.4 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  RealPrdJNS |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     hhidJNS |   5.356947   4.834978     1.11   0.272    -4.317822    15.03172 
      rudJNS |   16910.83    33863.5     0.50   0.619    -50849.89    84671.54 
      eciMpr |   39.30732   17.54163     2.24   0.029     4.206608    74.40803 
             | 
RealPrdJNS L1|   .7697524    .079989     9.62   0.000     .6096948      .92981 
             | 
       _cons |  -33453.35   31523.86    -1.06   0.293    -96532.44    29625.74 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
         rho |   .4711828 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Durbin-Watson statistic (original)    1.355068 
Durbin-Watson statistic (transformed) 2.041216 





Unlike Gulf of Mexico and North Sea analysis, West Africa shallow water jack-
up analysis gave results with a negative relationship between HHI and day rate prices 
which will not be reported. However, the deep water analysis provided the results table 
4.9 below with HHI being significant at 90% confidence level with ru and eciMpr being 
significant at the 95% level. 
 
reg RealpriceD hhidj rudj eciMpr 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      68 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  3,    64) =    8.77 
       Model |  3.7304e+09     3  1.2435e+09           Prob > F      =  0.0001 
    Residual |  9.0747e+09    64   141792145           R-squared     =  0.2913 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.2581 
       Total |  1.2805e+10    67   191120949           Root MSE      =   11908 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  RealpriceD |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
       hhidj |   4.383221   2.445916     1.79   0.078    -.5030576    9.269499 
        rudj |   48663.68   15970.02     3.05   0.003     16759.89    80567.47 
      eciMpr |   31.58743   11.69344     2.70   0.009     8.227102    54.94775 
       _cons |  -42706.06   15665.44    -2.73   0.008    -74001.37   -11410.74 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Table 4.9: OLS for deep water capable Jack-ups-WA 
However, the AR (1) transformation provided estimates with negative relationship 





Pooled Analysis for Jack ups across Regions 
This analysis was conducted along rig classes across regions and was analyzed 
using ordinary OLS (inclusive of dummies) and panel data method.  
 OLS Dummy Variable Analysis 
The OLS dummy variable analysis showed that coefficient estimates are 
significant and indicates the correct (positive) relationship for both deep and shallow 
water rigs in all 3 regions. It was also observed that the price paid for rigs by the 
Operators was least in West Africa when compared with other regions while rig prices 
were high in the North Sea region, see tables 4.10 and 4.11 below. 
 
 
. reg RealprSW hhiSW ruSW eciMpr GOM WA 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     204 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  5,   198) =   57.91 
       Model |  5.3864e+10     5  1.0773e+10           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  3.6830e+10   198   186010290           R-squared     =  0.5939 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.5837 
       Total |  9.0694e+10   203   446766444           Root MSE      =   13639 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    RealprSW |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
       hhiSW |   6.785854   2.087903     3.25   0.001     2.668473    10.90324 
        ruSW |   40882.46   9031.466     4.53   0.000     23072.25    58692.67 
      eciMpr |   48.10471   7.840289     6.14   0.000     32.64352     63.5659 
         GOM |  -18582.92   2828.294    -6.57   0.000    -24160.37   -13005.48 
          WA |  -27956.68   2676.275   -10.45   0.000    -33234.34   -22679.01 
       _cons |     -23002    8589.24    -2.68   0.008    -39940.13   -6063.873 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 




. reg RealprDW hhiDW ruDW eciMpr GOM WA 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     201 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  5,   195) =   46.01 
       Model |  6.4779e+10     5  1.2956e+10           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  5.4907e+10   195   281571960           R-squared     =  0.5412 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.5295 
       Total |  1.1969e+11   200   598429154           Root MSE      =   16780 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    RealprDW |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
       hhiDW |   6.712784   2.246125     2.99   0.003     2.282968     11.1426 
        ruDW |   50596.03   15909.65     3.18   0.002     19218.94    81973.11 
      eciMpr |   65.69931   9.451245     6.95   0.000     47.05953     84.3391 
         GOM |  -25594.03   3312.729    -7.73   0.000    -32127.41   -19060.65 
          WA |  -30249.81   2975.981   -10.16   0.000    -36119.05   -24380.57 
       _cons |  -38095.73   15067.48    -2.53   0.012    -67811.88   -8379.587 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Table 4.11: OLS (dummy) Analysis all Regions: Deep water Jack-ups  
 Panel Data Analysis –Jack-ups: 
This analysis was carried out using the fixed effects model. Performing the 
analysis using for ordinary panel data regression without adjusting for AR(1) gave 
significant and positive coefficients which are of the same size as that generated 
from the normal OLS regression using dummy variables, however, the R
2
 for the 
panel data analysis is lower than that got from the OLS dummy regression., see 





xtreg RealprSW hhiSW ruSW eciMpr,fe 
 
Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =       204 
Group variable: reg                             Number of groups   =         3 
 
R-sq:  within  = 0.3367                         Obs per group: min =        68 
       between = 0.2314                                        avg =      68.0 
       overall = 0.2914                                        max =        68 
 
                                                F(3,198)           =     33.50 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = 0.0601                         Prob > F           =    0.0000 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    RealprSW |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
       hhiSW |   6.785854   2.087903     3.25   0.001     2.668473    10.90324 
        ruSW |   40882.46   9031.466     4.53   0.000     23072.25    58692.67 
      eciMpr |   48.10471   7.840289     6.14   0.000     32.64352     63.5659 
       _cons |   -38515.2   7929.013    -4.86   0.000    -54151.35   -22879.05 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     sigma_u |  14228.891 
     sigma_e |  13638.559 
         rho |  .52117406   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(2, 198) =    58.27              Prob > F = 0.0000 
. 
Table 4.12: Panel data Analysis all Regions: Shallow water Jack-ups 
 
xtreg RealprDW hhiDW ruDW eciMpr,fe 
 
Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =       201 
Group variable: reg                             Number of groups   =         3 
 
R-sq:  within  = 0.3033                         Obs per group: min =        65 
       between = 0.2228                                        avg =      67.0 
       overall = 0.2501                                        max =        68 
 
                                                F(3,195)           =     28.29 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = 0.0725                         Prob > F           =    0.0000 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    RealprDW |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
       hhiDW |   6.712784   2.246125     2.99   0.003     2.282968     11.1426 
        ruDW |   50596.03   15909.65     3.18   0.002     19218.94    81973.11 
      eciMpr |   65.69931   9.451245     6.95   0.000     47.05953     84.3391 
       _cons |  -56988.18   14390.82    -3.96   0.000    -85369.81   -28606.55 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     sigma_u |   16287.94 
     sigma_e |  16780.106 
         rho |  .48511986   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(2, 195) =    56.30              Prob > F = 0.0000 
Table 4.13: Panel data Analysis all Regions: Deep water Jack-ups 
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Transforming the data to account for the presence of AR(1) using „xtregar‟ only 
without the inclusion of the LDV, gave results that were significant and with the 
appropriate relationship with the dependent variable for all explanatory variables except 
for the HHI which was both insignificant and had the wrong relationship. The inclusion 
of the LDV, in the model provided results for HHI that had the appropriate relationship 
although insignificant at both 90% and 95% confidence levels see table 4.14. Also 
observed in table 4.14 after the implementation of the AR (1) transformation, is strong 
positive autocorrelation which we tried to remove by including the LDV. Although 
autocorrelation was greatly reduced as rho is 0.4, the dw statistic of 1.37 still shows the 
presence of positive autocorrelation in the model. 
 
 
. xtregar RealprSW hhiSW ruSW eciMpr l. RealprSW,fe lbi 
FE (within) regression with AR(1) disturbances  Number of obs      =       198 
Group variable: reg                             Number of groups   =         3 
R-sq:  within  = 0.7575                         Obs per group: min =        66 
       between = 0.9870                                        avg =      66.0 
       overall = 0.9187                                        max =        66 
                                                F(4,191)           =    149.15 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = 0.4965                         Prob > F           =    0.0000 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    RealprSW |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
       hhiSW |   2.053795   1.421232     1.45   0.150    -.7495301     4.85712 
        ruSW |   11041.92   5260.208     2.10   0.037     666.3629    21417.48 
      eciMpr |   18.74323    5.26674     3.56   0.000     8.354787    29.13167 
 RealprSW L1.|   .8068162   .0428634    18.82   0.000     .7222697    .8913627 
       _cons |  -15760.79   2872.255    -5.49   0.000    -21426.21   -10095.38 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      rho_ar |  .40671243 
     sigma_u |  3226.9269 
     sigma_e |  5482.8789 
     rho_fov |  .25727122   (fraction of variance because of u_i) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(2,191) =     4.68               Prob > F = 0.0103 
modified Bhargava et al. Durbin-Watson = 1.3774816 
Baltagi-Wu LBI = 1.4029546 




xtregar RealprDW hhiDW ruDW eciMpr,fe lbi 
FE (within) regression with AR(1) disturbances  Number of obs      =       198 
Group variable: reg                             Number of groups   =         3 
R-sq:  within  = 0.0776                         Obs per group: min =        64 
       between = 0.2610                                        avg =      66.0 
       overall = 0.1592                                        max =        67 
                                                F(3,192)           =      5.39 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = 0.0163                         Prob > F           =    0.0014 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    RealprDW |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
       hhiDW |   .1334322   4.040152     0.03   0.974    -7.835349    8.102214 
        ruDW |   6046.098   9429.525     0.64   0.522    -12552.66    24644.86 
      eciMpr |   60.48608   15.44585     3.92   0.000     30.02074    90.95142 
       _cons |   3981.568   1856.697     2.14   0.033     319.4257    7643.711 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      rho_ar |  .87881967 
     sigma_u |  17435.248 
     sigma_e |  8524.6751 
     rho_fov |   .8070661   (fraction of variance because of u_i) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(2,192) =     4.78               Prob > F = 0.0094 
modified Bhargava et al. Durbin-Watson = .30838439 
Baltagi-Wu LBI = .34899997 
Table 4.15: AR(1) transformed Panel data Analysis: Shallow water Jack-ups 
 
. xtregar RealprDW hhiDW ruDW eciMpr l. RealprDW,fe lbi 
 
FE (within) regression with AR(1) disturbances  Number of obs      =       195 
Group variable: reg                             Number of groups   =         3 
 
R-sq:  within  = 0.7368                         Obs per group: min =        63 
       between = 0.9963                                        avg =      65.0 
       overall = 0.8825                                        max =        66 
                                                F(4,188)           =    131.60 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = 0.5262                         Prob > F           =    0.0000 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    RealprDW |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
       hhiDW |    2.89991   1.504931     1.93   0.055    -.0688113    5.868631 
        ruDW |   12811.43   9075.687     1.41   0.160    -5091.843    30714.69 
      eciMpr |   24.68587   6.534564     3.78   0.000     11.79538    37.57636 
RealprDW L1.|   .7890573   .0437256    18.05   0.000     .7028016    .8753131 
       _cons |  -22137.16   6164.201    -3.59   0.000    -34297.05   -9977.272 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      rho_ar |   .2737714 
     sigma_u |    3658.79 
     sigma_e |  8099.1013 
     rho_fov |  .16949067   (fraction of variance because of u_i) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(2,188) =     4.46               Prob > F = 0.0128 
modified Bhargava et al. Durbin-Watson = 1.6141354 
Baltagi-Wu LBI = 1.6268837 
Table 4.16: AR(1) transformed Panel data Analysis: Deep water Jack-ups 
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In tables 4.15 and 4.16, the effect of the transformation and the addition of an 
LDV can be viewed, where the estimation of the AR(1) transformed model with an LDV 
showed the rho (i.e. autocorrelation coefficient) reduce from 0. 878 to 0.273 while 
increasing the dw statistics from 0.3 to 1.61. However, at 95% level of confidence, the 
model still shows positive autocorrelation although not too strong. Also, the outcome of 
this analysis showed that the cost parameter (eciMpr) was consistently significant across 
all the rig classes and AR(1) transformations performed on the data. 
 
Observation 
The findings in the Jack-up sub-market analysis signify the following, that over 
the review period i.e. 1
st
 quarter 1990 and 4
th
 quarter 2007: 
 HHI and rig utilization (ru) exhibited positive relationships with day rate 
price although they were mostly insignificant after accounting for 
presence of autocorrelation (AR-1) in the model. 
 The operating expenditure index (eciMpr) was the most consistent 
parameter as it was mostly significant and with the appropriate 
relationship across regions and panels considering that the variable was 
generated using US data as a proxy for other regions. 
 Running a normal OLS regression without accounting for panels i.e. „reg‟ 
and running a panel specific regression „xtreg‟ provide the same estimates 
with same standard errors and t-statistics. However, the OLS dummy 
analysis has a much higher R
2





4.2. SEMI-SUBMERSIBLES ANALYSIS 
As stated in the previous chapters, the semi-submersible market was divided into 
3, to which the analysis in this section will be aligned. 
Gulf of Mexico (GOM) 
The AR(1) transformed estimation for GOM Level 1 semi-submersibles show that 
the model was close to its true form as autocorrelation effect was able to be removed with 
the dw statistic increasing from 0.387 on the OLS to 1.713 on the transformed model. 
This makes it unnecessary to try to remove the autocorrelation effect through the use of 
LDV.  However, although the correct relationship exists in this estimated model, we can 
also see that only ru is significant at all  confidence levels , with eciMpr being significant 
at 90% while HHI is insignificant at all levels. The final result is as stated below: 
 
 
Prais-Winsten AR(1) regression -- iterated estimates 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      68 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  3,    64) =    3.17 
       Model |  1.1037e+09     3   367889592           Prob > F      =  0.0300 
    Residual |  7.4159e+09    64   115874027           R-squared     =  0.1295 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.0887 
       Total |  8.5196e+09    67   127158306           Root MSE      =   10764 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 RealPrGOML1 |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
         hhi |   3.544732   5.031868     0.70   0.484    -6.507579    13.59704 
          ru |   42490.61   16234.75     2.62   0.011     10057.96    74923.26 
      eciMpr |   68.40896    36.4602     1.88   0.065    -4.428661    141.2466 
       _cons |   2162.336   39746.05     0.05   0.957    -77239.53    81564.21 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
         rho |   .9670063 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Durbin-Watson statistic (original)    0.387827 
Durbin-Watson statistic (transformed) 1.713475 
 
Table 4.17: AR(1) transformed regression: Level 1 GOM Semi-submersible 
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The same phenomenon observed for GOM level 1 was also observed in the 
analysis of GOM level 3, however, level 2 analysis produced results that were not 
supportive of the basic assumptions on the relationships between the dependent variable 
and the independent variables of the model as it relates to HHI. 
North Sea (NS) 
For North Sea Level 1 analysis, it was observed that the OLS coefficients had the 
right relationship with the dependent variable and also were statistically significant. 
However, on performing the AR (1) transformation, the explanatory variables except 
HHI were significant at 90% confidence level and the autocorrelation problem solved. 
 
 
Prais-Winsten AR(1) regression -- iterated estimates 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      68 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  3,    64) =    2.01 
       Model |  1.4115e+09     3   470512984           Prob > F      =  0.1219 
    Residual |  1.5008e+10    64   234496128           R-squared     =  0.0860 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.0431 
       Total |  1.6419e+10    67   245064046           Root MSE      =   15313 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 RealPrNSLv1 |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
         hhi |   11.16773   15.74579     0.71   0.481    -20.28811    42.62357 
          ru |   48294.74   28991.06     1.67   0.101    -9621.556      106211 
      eciMpr |   97.89818   52.12493     1.88   0.065     -6.23334    202.0297 
       _cons |   -26292.8   50402.78    -0.52   0.604    -126983.9    74398.33 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
         rho |   .9425896 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Durbin-Watson statistic (original)    0.440342 
Durbin-Watson statistic (transformed) 1.683884 
Table 4.18: AR(1) transformed regression: Level 1 NS Semi-submersible 
For level 2, autocorrelation was identified while running the normal OLS 
regression and its effect was ineffectively subdued by the inclusion of the LDV i.e. the 
dw test was inconclusive as the transformed dw statistic fell into the area between the 
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upper and lower limits of the dw statistics tabulated. The resulting estimates were 
insignificant although with the appropriate positive relationship. 
 
 
 reg RealPrNSLv2 hhi2 ru2 eciMpr l. RealPrNSLv2 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      55 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  4,    50) =  121.92 
       Model |  1.0178e+11     4  2.5445e+10           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  1.0435e+10    50   208697142           R-squared     =  0.9070 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.8996 
       Total |  1.1222e+11    54  2.0781e+09           Root MSE      =   14446 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 RealPrNSLv2 |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
        hhi2 |   1.636715   2.967884     0.55   0.584    -4.324455    7.597886 
         ru2 |   14301.61   12216.39     1.17   0.247    -10235.72    38838.94 
      eciMpr |   31.09017   19.43674     1.60   0.116    -7.949666    70.13002 
             | 
 RealPrNSLv2 | 
         L1. |   .9575059   .0568541    16.84   0.000      .843311    1.071701 





Number of gaps in sample:  3   (gap count includes panel changes) 
 
Durbin-Watson d-statistic(  5,    55) =  1.364002 
Table 4.19: LDV inclusive regression: Level 2 NS Semi-submersible 
 
However, level 3 OLS regression produced estimates that had relationships with 
the dependent variable that was contrary to our basic assumptions i.e. negative 
relationship.  
West Africa (WA) 
Here, we will look at the Level 3 analysis for West Africa, as the outcome of the 
analysis for levels 1 & 2 provided negative relationships between the dependent variable 
and HHI. Due to the persistence of autocorrelation in the model (level 3) even with the 
AR (1) Prais–Winsten transformation, the LDV at 1
st
 lag was included and the effect of 
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autocorrelation was removed as the dw statistic exceeded the upper bound of the dw 
statistics as tabulated i.e. 1.659. However, although the variables had the correct 






reg RealPrWLev3 hhi3 ru3 eciMpr l. RealPrWLev3 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      41 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  4,    36) =   25.69 
       Model |  6.3982e+10     4  1.5995e+10           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  2.2411e+10    36   622540876           R-squared     =  0.7406 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.7118 
       Total |  8.6393e+10    40  2.1598e+09           Root MSE      =   24951 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 RealPrWLev3 |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
        hhi3 |    .184827   1.373599     0.13   0.894    -2.600962    2.970616 
         ru3 |   13809.25   53274.98     0.26   0.797    -94237.41    121855.9 
      eciMpr |   29.03217   36.17056     0.80   0.427    -44.32512    102.3895 
             | 
 RealPrWLev3 | 
         L1. |   .8540722    .110957     7.70   0.000      .629041    1.079103 





Durbin-Watson d-statistic(  5,    41) =  1.955477 
Table 4.20: LDV inclusive regression: Level 3 WA Semi-submersible 
 
Pooled Analysis for Semi-submersibles across all Regions 
The analysis will focus on reviewing the outcome of OLS estimation all regions 
inclusive and comparing the outcome with panel data analysis of the same variables.  
 
 OLS Dummy Variable Analysis- All Regions: 
The outcome of the all regions Level 1 analysis shows that all variables 






reg RealPrsemiALLL1 hhisemiALL1 rusemiALL1 eciMprsemiALL WAsemi GOMsemi 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     204 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  5,   198) =   40.17 
       Model |  2.0222e+11     5  4.0443e+10           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  1.9935e+11   198  1.0068e+09           R-squared     =  0.5036 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.4910 
       Total |  4.0157e+11   203  1.9782e+09           Root MSE      =   31730 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
RealPrsemi~1 |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 hhisemiALL1 |   8.282283   3.964906     2.09   0.038     .4634181    16.10115 
  rusemiALL1 |   156619.3   19444.06     8.05   0.000     118275.3    194963.3 
eciMprsemi~L |   109.5301   20.62877     5.31   0.000      68.8498    150.2104 
      WAsemi |   -825.625   6186.698    -0.13   0.894     -13025.9    11374.65 
     GOMsemi |   4276.312   7519.393     0.57   0.570    -10552.06    19104.69 
       _cons |  -131264.3   15274.15    -8.59   0.000    -161385.2   -101143.4 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 Table 4.21: OLS Dummy Variable Analysis: Level 1 all regions 
Unfortunately, this does not hold true for Levels 2 and 3 as they exhibited 
relationships negative relationship between the dependent and HHI. 
 
 Panel data Analysis- All Regions: 
The fixed effect analysis with AR (1) transformation as observed in the 
jack-up analysis mirrors the OLS dummy variable results as it relates to 
relationships, coefficients, standard errors and by extension the t-statistic 






. xtreg RealPrsemiALLL1 hhisemiALL1 rusemiALL1 eciMprsemiALL,fe 
 
Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =       204 
Group variable: stack                           Number of groups   =         3 
 
R-sq:  within  = 0.4996                         Obs per group: min =        68 
       between = 0.9697                                        avg =      68.0 
       overall = 0.5011                                        max =        68 
 
                                                F(3,198)           =     65.90 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.1798                        Prob > F           =    0.0000 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
RealPrsemi~1 |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 hhisemiALL1 |   8.282283   3.964906     2.09   0.038     .4634181    16.10115 
  rusemiALL1 |   156619.3   19444.06     8.05   0.000     118275.3    194963.3 
eciMprsemi~L |   109.5301   20.62877     5.31   0.000      68.8498    150.2104 
       _cons |  -130114.1   15344.55    -8.48   0.000    -160373.8   -99854.37 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     sigma_u |  2738.5602 
     sigma_e |  31730.458 
         rho |  .00739382   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(2, 198) =     0.35              Prob > F = 0.7057 
 
 Table 4.22: Fixed effect analysis: Level 1 all regions 
Transforming the panel data analysis to account for autocorrelation was 
effective for Level 1 at the addition of LDV which gave results that had the 
appropriate positive relationship with day rate prices but also were insignificant 
except for the LDV and rig utilization (ru). Furthermore, the rho was less that 1 
after the transformation i.e. 0.068 while the measure of autocorrelation i.e. dw 
was close to 2 (1.88) signifying that the AR-1 effect was minimized. Finally, 
analysis of information for semi-submersibles in the levels 2 and 3 as stated 
earlier under OLS analysis showed negative relationships between the dependent 





xtregar RealPrsemiALLL1 hhisemiALL1 rusemiALL1 eciMprsemiALL l. 
RealPrsemiALLL1,fe lbi 
 
FE (within) regression with AR(1) disturbances  Number of obs      =       198 
Group variable: stack                           Number of groups   =         3 
 
R-sq:  within  = 0.9036                         Obs per group: min =        66 
       between = 0.9999                                        avg =      66.0 
       overall = 0.9150                                        max =        66 
 
                                                F(4,191)           =    447.54 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.1150                        Prob > F           =    0.0000 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
RealPrsemi~1 |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 hhisemiALL1 |    2.32266   1.788322     1.30   0.196    -1.204738    5.850058 
  rusemiALL1 |   42909.65   9593.063     4.47   0.000      23987.7     61831.6 
eciMprsemi~L |   14.32781   9.833165     1.46   0.147    -5.067738    33.72335 
             | 
RealPrsemi~1 | 
         L1. |   .8932047    .031725    28.15   0.000     .8306284    .9557811 
             | 
       _cons |  -36942.52   7125.561    -5.18   0.000    -50997.41   -22887.62 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      rho_ar |  .06788401 
     sigma_u |  972.90027 
     sigma_e |  13137.114 
     rho_fov |  .00545458   (fraction of variance because of u_i) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(2,191) =     0.27               Prob > F = 0.7632 
modified Bhargava et al. Durbin-Watson = 1.8825815 
Baltagi-Wu LBI = 1.9055305 
 
 Table 4.23: AR (1) transformed panel data analysis: Level 1 all regions 
Observation 
This semi-submersible specific analysis shows: 
 That this sub-market is more insensitive to the independent variables, 
especially HHI, as against their jack-up counterpart. There was no 
consistency in the results across and within regions, with North Sea‟s 
Levels 1 and 2 analysis providing estimates with the appropriate 
relationship yet insignificant.  
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 West Africa specific analysis provided coefficient estimates that were 
inconclusive as they did not conform to the assumption that increased 
market concentration cause increases in market prices. 
 GOM estimators across levels 1 and 3 analysis were able to diminish the 
effect of autocorrelation with insignificant HHI and ru (only in level 3) 
coefficients. However, eciMpr was significant at 90% level of confidence 
across the 2 rig classes. 
 Although NS level 1 analysis had significant and correct relationships with 
the dependent variable, the AR(1) transformation made all insignificant at 
95% but eciMpr and ru were significant at 90% confidence level. 
Transforming level 2 to account for AR (1) gave insignificant but 
coefficients with appropriate relationships with the dependent variable. 
However, level 3 analysis yielded results that were contrary to the basic 
assumptions of the analysis. 
 For the pooled semi-submersible analysis only level 1 provided coefficient 
estimates that were significant and positive for both the fixed effect and 
pooled OLS dummy analysis. Also, only ru and the LDV were the 










4.3. IMPLICATIONS OF THE ESTIMATED RESULTS 
To understand the implication of these results, we will compare the results with 
those generated in Lee (2008) and finally provide some rationale for the causes of some 
of the variations between the 2 studies outcome. 
Comparison with the outcome of Lee (2008) 
This comparison will be provided in a tabular manner for ease of comparison. 
Comparing the results for jack-ups focusing on the untransformed analysis, the outcome 
of both analysis were the same for HHI specific relationship with day rates when 
analyzing pooled regression across all the regions, see the table below: 
 
 
Table 4.24: Jack-up outcome comparison with Lee (2008) 
The difference in outcome may be traced to the following: 
 Possible loss of information from compressing quarterly data into annual data (i.e. 
in Lee (2008)) or from compressing monthly data into quarterly data as done in 
this analysis. Also, the use of quarterly data may have brought out some 
relationship variations that may have been lost by using an averaged data (annual) 
set. 





Shallow Water Yes Yes
Deep Water Yes Yes
Shallow Water Yes Yes
Deep Water No Yes
Shallow Water No No
Deep Water Yes (90%) Yes
Shallow Water Yes Yes


















 Rig class definition and specification: The definition and segregation of data into 
different categories may have brought out variations not able to be observed in the 
2008 analysis. This can be viewed in the pooled analysis, where both sets of 
regression estimates had the same outcome for HHI. 
 Specification problems: This implies that the present analysis may be lacking key 
explanatory variables or correctly/appropriate relationship specification between 
HHI and day rate price that may bring out the appropriate outcome. Also, solving 
this may lead to consistency in the model results as can be evidenced in the 
serious problem with autocorrelation in the data. 
 
 
Table 4.25: Semi-submersible comparison with Lee (2008) 
For the semi-submersible sub-market analysis, the points listed above to explain 
the difference between the Lee (2008) and this study still holds with the key difference 
arising between the 2 analyses arising around the relationship between HHI and day rate 
prices. A closer look at the level 3 outcome for all regions (including pooled analysis) 
show that all had a negative relationship between HHI and day rate prices and were all 





Level 1 Yes Yes
Level 2 No No
Level 3 Yes No
Level 1 Yes Yes
Level 2 No No
Level 3 Yes No
Level 1 No Yes
Level 2 No No
Level 3 No No
Level 1 Yes Yes
Level 2 No No





Lee & Jablonowski Current Analysis (non AR (1) 
GOM







significant (except for West Africa). This is indicative of the gradual de-concentration of 
this class by the gradual influx of contractors with rigs for that water depth over time 
while the prices of rigs were on in the increase due to increased global need for oil and 
gas and sourcing for same at deeper water depths.    
 
Comparison with the findings of the U.S. General Accounting Office’s (GAO) 2004 
report 
Although about 85% of the mergers in the Oil & Gas industry between 1990 and 
2000, occurred in the upstream sector as observed from the GAO 2004 report, the sector 
was relatively very un-concentrated with HHI (calculated based on their U.S. crude oil 
production) decreasing from 290 to 217, see figure 4.1. This declining HHI trend was 
observed across the 3 regions under review for the semi-submersible rig type with level 
3(>5000 water depth) rigs‟     declining from about 5000 in 1990 to 2250 in 2007. 
 
Figure 4.1: GAO HHI analysis for the Upstream Oil & Gas Sector6 
 
                                                 
6 GAO 2004 report: GAO-04-96, page 50 
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However, levels 1 and 2 had HHIs that were relatively stable around the 2000 
highly concentrated mark. The trend observed for level 3 was due to the increase in the 
number of Contractors with rigs that can work in that class from 2 in 1990 to 7 in 2007 
implying increase in technological ability among diverse contractors to drill at deeper 
water depth, see figure 4.2 below. 
 
Figure 4.2:  GOM Semi-submersible HHI 
This trend contrasts with that observed in day rate prices for the GOM semi-
submersible sub-market as the price increased over the study period. A detailed look at 
the price trend in figure 4.3 below shows that prices increased between 1996 and 1998 
corresponding to the period of increased oil production globally (including increased 
OPEC production quota i.e. 10% by 2.5mmbpd to 27.5mmbpd). This price increase can 
be traced to increased demand for rigs to meet the increased global demand for services 
by oil producing countries. However, due to the collapse of the East Asian market which 
fed the decline of oil prices dampening global demand for crude oil and in turn reduced 






































































































































































































































Figure 4.3:  GOM Semi-submersible Day Rate Price Trend 
Also, growth in price from 2005 reflects increased demand and consumption of crude oil 
by countries based on precautionary buying due to uncertainty and expectation of future 
supply inadequacy.  
 Comparing figures 4.2 and 4.3, it is observed that increases in day rate prices 
were mostly due to geopolitical and, supply and demand shocks/ fundamentals of the 
Petroleum industry while the inability of high HHI in the early 1990s to affect price may 
be due to cost effectiveness of the Contractors‟ activities which did not cause any 
increase in the price billed Operators. 
 
Causes of the Contrary Outcome: West Africa 
To identify the causes of the anomaly as it relates to meeting the basic 






Figure 4.4: Day rate trend for Jack ups in West Africa 
 
Figure 4.5: HHI trend for different Jack-up rig classes: West Africa 
 
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 can provide a graphical/pictorial view of the relationship 
between HHI and day rates in West Africa within the period under review. The price over 
time appears to be volatile as against HHI which was on a steady upward incline. 
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Between 1991 and 1993 when price was on a smooth increase, HHI actually dropped; 
this is also observed for 1998 1st quarter which had the highest price peak period for both 
shallow water and deep water jack-ups while the HHI for the corresponding time period 
was moderately concentrated and not high. Finally, between 2000 and 2005 when price 
was relatively low and unsteady, this trend was not mirrored by HHI which was on a 
steady upward incline. This day rate –HHI relationship is not positive as assumed in the 
model specification but negative which accounts for the difference between model 
assumptions and the actual estimation results. 
 Consequently, as the day rate prices for jack-ups follow the same trend as that of 
the semi-submersible class for GOM analyzed in the previous section, one can deduce 
that apart from the price shocks caused by supply and demand expectations prices were 





CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 
The core objective of this study is to estimate the impact of market concentration 
on the day rate prices set by offshore drilling rig market stakeholders (Contractors) for 
the lease/ use of their rigs by exploration and production companies (Operators) using 
data from 1990 1
st
 quarter to 4
th
 quarter of 2007. This work also aimed to address the 
impact of autocorrelation on the time series data by performing AR(1) transformation on 
the variables on the assumption of 1
st
 order autocorrelation. The analysis was carried out 
in line with Lee (2008) by analyzing the market for only jack-ups and semi-submersibles 
existing in 3 key offshore drilling locations: West Africa, Gulf of Mexico and North Sea, 
however a more detailed analysis was done by rig classes which varied by type of rig. 
Based on the outcome of the analysis, we make the following conclusions: 
 That the offshore drilling rigs market has experienced increased market 
concentration over time across the review period for jack ups while semi-
submersibles have actually had decreasing HHIs, although the degree of 
concentration varied across regions, rig types and classes. The lack of 
consistency in the different sub-markets was also observed in the GAO 
2004 report where the Upstream sector had a declining HHI between 1990 
and 2000 while the Downstream sector (refining) experienced increased 
market concentration (HHI) over the same time period. This implies that 
concentration trends vary across sectors that are related within an industry. 
 That offshore rig day rate prices were volatile over time and for some 
regions and rig type/ class did not show a defined pattern of growth even 
after stationarizing the available price data by deflating with CPI for the 
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energy sector. It was observed that some of these variations in price over 
time were due to demand and supply expectations shocks.  
 The jack-ups market rig day rate price across regions was more responsive 
(in their non-autocorrelation transformation models) to HHI changes 
which supports the findings of Lee (2008). The semi-submersible analysis 
provided results that were contrary to the model assumptions i.e. the 
assumption of a positive and significant relationship between HHI and day 
rate prices. The significance of this contrary relationship (i.e. negative 
relationship between HHI and price) may be due to the mergers leading to 
increased efficiency and not market power per se and also for level 3, 
increase in stakeholders and therefore diluting the HHI. 
 Analyzing other Oil and Gas sectors (as observed in GAO 2004 report) 
showed that the Upstream sector mergers do not have any impact on crude 
oil prices due to the output‟s global market nature while the Downstream 
merger activities had significant impact on gasoline prices at locations 
where the merging entities provide services. 
Consequently, to ensure completeness of this analysis as it relates to information 
for industry stakeholders and researchers, additional research is needed to: 
 Re-investigate the relationship between HHI and day rate prices using the 
available data but different model specifications to try and determine the 
appropriate indicators for variations in day rate prices i.e. to determine if 
the overall activities led to increase in prices or increase in efficiency and 
therefore cost savings for Operators through reduced price. 
 Further research is needed to determine the market concentration and its 
impacts for other Oil & Gas industry stakeholders i.e. service companies, 
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geophysical companies etc., to understand the key cost drivers of the 
industry. However, the knowledge of HHI has already been applied to the 
Oil Services sector as it relates to the merger of Baker Hughes and B.J. 
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